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Selection Rules for the Dematerialization of a Particle into Two Photons
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Selection rules governing the disintegration of a particle into two photons are derived from the general
principle of invariance under rotation and inversion. The polarization state of the photons is completely
fixed by the selection rules for initial particles with spin less than 2. These results which are independent
of any specific assumption about the interactions may possibly oGer a method of deciding the symmetry
nature of mesons which decay into two photons.

R~ (rotation around s axis
through an angle p)

Rg (rotation around x axis
through 180')
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I. INTRODUCTION

T has been pointed out' that a positronium in the '5'. state cannot decay through annihilation with the
emission of two photons. Recent calculation' shows that
also a vector or a pseudovector neutral meson cannot
disintegrate into two photons. It is the purpose of the
present paper to show that these facts are immediate
consequences of certain selection rules which can be
derived from the general principle of invariance under
space rotation and inversion.

These selection rules also yield information on the
polarization state of the two photons emitted. In par-
ticular, one concludes that the two photons resulting
from the annihilation of slow positrons in matter ahvays
have their planes of polarization perpendicular to each
other. ' This has been pointed out by Wheeler who also
proposed a possible experimental verification. '

An especially interesting consequence of these selec-
tion rules is that they could conceivably ofkr a means of
studying the nature of particles which dematerialize
into two photons. If, for example, neutral mesons are
found which disintegrate into two photons, ' one would
conclude that they cannot be vector or pseudovector
mesons. Besides, as will be apparent from the selection

TABLE I. Kigenvalues of the rotations (R„, (Rg, and the inversion
6' for the four polarization states.

rules, the two disintegration photons from a scalar
particle always have parallel planes of polarization
while those from a pseudoscalar particle always have
mutually perpendicular planes of polarization. An
experimental determination of the relative orientation
of the planes of polarization of the two disintegration
photons would therefore decide whether the neutral
meson is a scalar or a pseudoscalar meson.

In Section II we shall give a simple but mathemati-
cally somewhat incomplete treatment of the symmetry
nature of a state of two photons propagating in opposite
directions, the detailed mathematical treatment being
discussed in Section IV. The selection rules are derived
in Section III and are based on the symmetry nature
of the two photon states discussed in Section Ii. In the
last section the parity of mesons and of the positronium
ls discussed.

TABLE II. Circular polarization of disintegration photons.

parity g

even

Qdd

+RR+4'LL forbidden

+RR—4 LL forbidden

2, 4, 6 .

@RR+@LL
@RL @LR

)

3, 5, 7

gRL @LR
7

forbidden

II. BEHAVIOR OF THE STATE OF TWO PHOTONS
UNDER ROTATION AND INVERSION

Consider two photons of equal wave-length
propagating in opposite directions along the z axis.
There are four such states which we shall denote by
4'~R, 0 ~~, 0'~~ and 0 ~~. The Grst index refers to the
circular polarization state of the photon propagating in
the +s direction, the second to that of the other photon.
E.g., 0'~L would represent a state with a right circularly
polarized photon propagating along the +z axis and a
left circularly polarized photon propagating along the
—s axis.

In order to investigate the behavior of these four
states under a space rotation or an inversion let us first
write down the electric Geld for a right circularly
polarized electromagnetic wave propagating along the
z axis)

(E.)+~=Eo cos(ks —ad+ b~~),
(E„)+~ Eo sin(ks —&at+——6+").
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TABLE III. Correlation of the planes (see reference 3) of polariza-
tion of disintegration photons (J =planes of polarization per-
pendicular,

~~
=planes ot polarization parallel).

parity g

even

odd

forbidden

forbidden

2 4 6.

II=5o%
~50

3, 5, 7

J 50%

forbidden

We have

x= x' cosy+y' sing,
y= —x' sinp+y' cosp,
s= s'.

(E,)~a'= Ep cos(kz cot+8+a—+rk),
(E„)~a' =Ep sin(kz tdt+ 5+a+—y);

(E,) '=Es cos(—kz —cot+8 a —y),
(E„) a'= Es sin( —kz tdt+t—i a —rk)—

(3)

Thus the phase of a right circularly polarized wave
along the s axis changes by + rp while that of a right
circularly polarized wave along the —s axis changes by—

q under the rotation. For the quantum state O'RR

the total phase factor is the product of the two phase
factors of the two photons. (This will become evident
in Section IV.) Hence we conclude that the state 4'""a

is an eigenstate of the rotation (3) with the eigenvalue 1.
Mathematically the states are changed under the

rotation (3) by a unitary transformation which we shall
call R&. Ke conclude that:

g +RR @RR

Similar conclusions are reached for a rotation around
the x axis through 180' and for an inversion. Ke sum-
marize the results in Table I.

It is of course evident that the angular momentum
along the s axis for the difI'erent states is related to the
eigenvalue of (R~ in the usual way.

GI. SELECTION RULES

The selection rules governing the disintegration of a
particle into two photons follow immediately from
Table I. Ke take the center-of-mass reference system
and take the 2: axis along the direction of one of the
outgoing photons.

(i) For an odd initial state the only possible mode of
disintegration is to go into the state O'RR —4~~. For
an even initial state the three final states O'R~, 4'~R,
and +RR++~~ are possible.

(ii) For an initial state with total angular momentum
I=i, 3, 5 the only possible Gnal states are O'R~

For a right circularly polarized wave propagating in the
opposite direction,

(E.) a=Es cos(—kz —tet+8 a),
(E„) a= Es sin—(—kz —cot+8 a). (2)

Under a rotation through an angle q around the s axis,

and +IR. This is so because +»+%I.J. and ORR —4'~~

are both simultaneous eigenstates of N, ~ and Sg with
eigenvalues one, while the initial state that is an eigen-
state of R„with eigenvalue one has the rotation proper-
ties of the spherical harmonics FJo and therefore changes
sign under (R~ for J=i 3 5

(iii) For an initial state with J=O, 1 the only possible
final states are 4" +0' and %R —0' because the
states O'R~ and 0'~R have angular momentum values
~2k along the z axis, which is too big for J=O or 1,

These results are summarized in Table II.
It will be shown in the next Section that
(i) 4a"+4z~ represents two photons with their

planes of polarization always' parallel;
(ii) 4'aa —4'zz represents two photons with their

planes of polarization always perpendicular; and
(iii) %an and 4za both represent two photons with

their planes of polarization 50 percent of the time
parallel and 50 percent of the time perpendicular.

These facts combined with Table II lead to the con-
clusions summarized in Table III concerning the cor-
relation of the planes of polarization of the disintegra-
tion photons,

IV. SPACE ROTATION AND INVERSION IN
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

In the electromagnetic field and the meson field, the
number of particles is not a constant of motion. A
complete formulation of the principle of invariance can
only be made with the quantized Geld theory. Let us
first consider the electromagnetic Geld described by the
vector potential A(xyz). These are operators operating
on state vectors 4 which are usually represented as
functions of occupation numbers. Under a space rota-
tion p defined by

3
t'x„=P p,,x, (xt ——x, xs ——y, xs ——z),

j 1

the operators A(xyz) and the wave function 4' undergo
a unitary transformation (R, and the invariance under
rotation requires that

3

tR,A;(xyz) tR,-t =g p;,A, (x'y'z').

It is of course further required that the {R's form a
group isomorphic to the group of rotations.

To see in detail what this means let us expand the
vector potential A into plane waves as usual:

A(xyz) =Q g(2rrhc/vk) &e&z(a&ze'"'+a», *e '"'), (9)
k X 1

where eI„-~ and e~2 are two unit vectors forming with
lt/k a right-handed orthogonal system of unit vectors.
It will be more convenient to use circular polarization
for the study of rotation and we define

(est+iess)/v2= es, (eat eie)sv/2= e—s", (10)

(akt iass)/V2=ae—, (ast+iaes)/V2=as". (11)
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TABz.z IV. The parity of particles at rest. shows~ that

Scalar
meson

Vector
meson

Positronium
Pseudovector Pseudoscalar in 1S and

meson meson sS states

N.,a+"6t,-'= e—'&a~R, (Rra+L(R„-2 = e+'&a+L, (16)
S~ "(R '= e+'~a (R a (R '=e-'~a

even odd even odd odd

Evidently

A(xyz) =Qo(2xkc/zlt) &(eoLuoLe'"'+eoL'aoL'e ""')'
++2(2trhc/zk)&(eoRaoRe'"'+eoR'aoR'e '"'). (12)

The operators a», aI,~ and aI, ~ all satisfy the usual
commutation relations

These and similar equations for the other annihilation
operators and for a general rotation p determine the
operators (R, if the additional condition is imposed
that (R, form a group. It is not difFicult to prove that

(Rp@'ppi 0 ~ +Qpe ~ ~ ~ (17)

We can now prove Eq. (6) which asserts that 0 R"

is an eigenstate of (R„with eigenvalue 1. Take the
Hermitian conjugate of (16) and multiply from the
right by (R~:

ay~ay~* —aj,~*ak~ ——1, etc.
R„a+"'——e'&a+~*I.„,

Hence,

(R„a ~'=e '"a ~'(R„.

We are particularly interested in those modes of elec-
tromagnetic waves propagating along the +z or the
—z direction with a definite wave-length, There are
four such modes and we shall write their a operators
as a+B, a+L, a R and a L;+ and —meaning the direc-
tion +z or —z of propagation. For definiteness we

choose the phases of those modes such that the e1,1,

e» vectors in Eqs. (10) have as their xyz components:

(R„a+~'a ~'= a+~'a ~'(R„.

Operating on +Qp. .. with this last equation and making
use of (17) and (14) one proves (6).

The other conclusions tabulated in the Grst row of
Table I can be obtained in similar ways. For the rota-
tion $:

s s ) p p ) z z
we have

e+, t=e, t ——(1, 0, 0), e+2 ———e, t ——(0, 1, 0). (13)
e&a+~e&-1——a ', a&a 'e&-' ——a ',
(R]a B(R]

—1—a 8 (R]a I (R]
—1—a L (18)

With the operators a one can express in a very con-
venient form the states +"~ 4'~~ +~~ and +~~
defined in Section II.

These lead to the results in the second row of Table I.
Under an inversion the states are transformed by a
unitary transformation (P satisfying

@IS a 8'a I'a@ @II. a LPa L'@
6A(xyz)O '= —A( —x, —y, —z).

It is further required that

(19)

(Pa R(P—1 a L (Pa L(P—1 a R

(Pa &(P '= —a ', 6a '(P-'= —a '
It is to be noticed that (19) and (20) together do not
completely determine the operator (P, as a change of
sign of (P does not affect either equation. However,
changing the sign of (P merely means a change in the
name-calling of the even and odd states and is of no
physical consequence. For definiteness we shall fix the
sign by calling the vacuum an even state:

+RR+gLL (a R~a R~+u L~a L~)y
4X iTra+ 1 a—,1 a+ 2 a—,2 )~00» ~ ~ y

~ ~

+RR QLL — t(u Aa 4+a 4a 4)g
=2(a+, 2 a—,I +a+, 2 a—,2

+tu+ta —,2 ,ta+, 2 a-, t )%00" q

= 2(u+. 2 a—,2 +a+.2 a .2—
—«+. I a-. t +ta+ta 2)+00"", -, (22)(P%'Pp. ..= O'PP. ...

where 4'00... is defined to be the state with no photons. (2o)

Expanding (19) into Fourier components we obtain
the end of the last section about the correlation in the
planes of polarization of the two photons for the states

RR+@ IL@RR @LL @RL and @LR jiy (14)
(11),

Noticing that e.g. , a+, 1*a,1*%'00... represents a state
with two photons with parallel planes of polarization
one completes the proof with no dif5culty,

Returning to the investigation of the behavior of the
states 0 ~~, 0'~~, etc., under rotation let us consider the
rotation around the z axis through an angle q, as
dehned by (3). Substitution of (13) and (12) into (8)

Equations (21) and (22) lead to the third row of Table I.

s Actually since the Maxwell's equations are of the second order
in 8/N, one should write together with (8)

@ BA;{xys}@, ~ BA;(x'y'z'}
at ' ; " at

The operators BA;/Bt are expanded into Fourier series similar to
(12). Equation (A) together with (8) give Eq. (16).
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(Pap6'-'= ap. (23)

There is no change of sign of ao (see Eq. (21)) because
the scalar meson 6eld, unlike the vector potential of the
electromagnetic 6eld, retains its sign under an inver-
sion. If we again call the state of no meson an even
state, it is evident that a state with one scalar meson
at rest is also even. This and similar conclusions con-
cerning the parity of the vector, the pseudoscalar and
pseudovector mesons are summarized in Table IV.

With the electron-positron Beld the situation is quite
similar. The behavior of the 6eld f;(xys) under rotation
and inversion is evidently given by

(24)

(25)

where S;,(p) represents the spinor transformation cor-
responding to the rotation p and P,, are the elements of
Dirac's P-matrix.

V. PARITY OF MESONS AND THE POSITRONIUM

The above method for obtaining the symmetry
nature of photon states can be easily extended to the
meson 6eld. In particular, if ap is the annihilation
operator for a scalar meson at rest it is easy to see in
analogy with Eq. (21) that

If we expand f into plane waves and consider the
particular mode representing an electron at rest in a
positive or negative energy state it is evident that (25)
shows

(Pbp+6 =bp+, 6'bp (P = —bp (26)

where bp+ and bp are the annihilation operators for an
electron at rest with positive and negative energy
values, respectively. The negative sign in (26) comes
from the operation on P with the P-matrix. It is there-
fore evident that an electron-positron pair, both at rest,
has an odd parity. Here, as before, we adopt the con-
vention that the state of vacuum is to be called even.

Extension of the above argument to the 'S and 'S
states of the positroniurn is evident. One gets for both
states an odd parity. As mentioned in the introduction,
Wheeler has pointed out' that the annihilation photons
from the 'S state of the positronium always have
mutually perpendicular' planes of polarization. We see
from Table III that the assignment of an odd parity to
the 'S state of positronium leads directly to the same
conclusion.

The author is very much indebted to Professor K.
Fermi for invaluable discussions and for his kind
encouragement.

Note added ie proof. —Some of the results of this paper have
been obtained by L. D. Landau, Dokl. Akad. Nark. , USSR 60,
207-209 (1948).See a summary in English in Phys. Abstracts A52,
125 (1949).


